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Gen Z isn’t opening up the sports page, reading the local 
columnist, or even tuning in to their local news channel. 
They’re not checking box scores either. Young sports 
fans discover their fandom across social channels. They 
aren’t so much second-screening as they are engaging 
with events in real-time on social media feeds, seeking 
highlights, memeable moments, and commentary while 
also consuming archival footage and entertaining clips 
divorced from their original context. The key to discovery is 
an engaging entry point, three seconds to captivate. 

Instagram, Snapchat, and TikTok are king. These platforms 
are uniquely suited for the fast-consuming, attention-
grabbing metabolism of Gen Z and Millennial sports fans. 
This is how sports discovery happens today, and what it 
means for the future.
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Discovery used to be simple. Or, at least, simpler. Instagram was about a 
curated life, TikTok catered to quick hits, Snapchat specialized in right now. 
Increasingly, however, social media platforms are expanding into areas 
beyond their original core competency. Instagram added Reels and Stories. 
Snapchat has longform storytelling. Facebook tries to be everything.

Gen Z and Millennials aren’t loyal to specific social media platforms. 
Successful social-first brands, especially those popular sports media brands, 
understand the value of re-posting across platforms, while also tailoring 
content to the subtle differences that remain.
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02 ENGAGEMENT 
LEADS TO  
DISCOVERY

Think about today’s online-first direct-to-consumer 
brands. Successful ones that target Gen Z have “a 
clear set of design elements… and these choices aren’t 
arbitrary either. It’s essential that their products look 
good in motion.” 1  They engage the viewer instantly, 
grabbing their attention and stopping the scroll.

TikTok, especially, is a place where “bold, weird and silly 
ideas thrive… it’s not necessary (or even desirable) to 
shoot something to a high spec; it’s much better to just 
get your content out there.” 

These ideas apply to sports content, too. Clips that 
are captivating, engaging, and novel will always trump 
glossy, overproduced videos. What works on linear 
television not only doesn’t work on TikTok, Instagram, 
and other social platforms, it actively falls flat. In a world 
of endless content, the secret to being discovered is to 
create the reason for someone to stick around.
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IS THE FEED “ 

THE MODERN SPORTS 
FAN CONSUMES  
90-95 PERCENT  
OF THEIR SPORTS  
CONTENT ON CORE  
AND EMERGING  
SOCIAL MEDIA  
PLATFORMS. DIGITAL  
NATIVE FANS ARE  
TAKING OVER THE 
SPORTS WORLD AND 
THEY’RE UNLIKE ANY 
FANS WE’VE EVER SEEN. 
”
GREG BOBOLO
WAVE.tv’s SVP,  Strategy,  and Partnerships

Old school sports fans settle in front of their 
TV for a specific NBA, NFL, or MLB game at a 
specific time. Appointment viewing is nearly 
obsolete among Gen Z. They know the game  
Is on but they’re discovering content on their 
phones and scrolling through their social feeds. 

On gameday, they are seeking highlights and 
moments on social, efficiently discovering the 
best and most engaging content. Whether it’s 
TikToks of the best crazy backyard dunks or 
footage from an NFL locker room, Gen Z gets  
their sports fix in their social feed.

The result is that while television ratings are 
dropping across the sports ecosystem—the NBA 
Finals had its lowest rated installment ever and 
even the NFL is losing viewers—sports fandom  
is increasing. 2

Younger demographics get their sports 
entertainment fix on digital and social platforms 
instead of linear TV.  Sixty-four percent say they 
prefer to watch sports highlights on social media 
platforms to television broadcasts, while more 
than half get their sports news via social rather 
than TV. 3

O F M I L L E N I A L S  
P R E F E R  S O C I A L H I G H L I G H T S  
TO  T E L E V I S I O N  B R OA D C A ST S64%
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The next viral sports sensation dominating social feeds is as likely to be a 
famous athlete as it is your neighbor down the street doing a trick shot.  
They are also as likely to be playing a traditional big five sport as they are 
ultimate frisbee, combat sports, or LARPing. 

Discovery prioritizes fun and entertainment, and budding and existing 
sports fans want something different. It’s less polished highlight clips and 
more found footage of stupefying, hilarious, gross, jaw-dropping athletic 
feats. Traditional or alternative sports, famous or unknown athletes are less 
important than whether the video clip is refreshing to see in the feed. The 
everyday athlete can have a platform that’s as large as the most famous 
athlete in the world.

SOCIAL SPORTS  
STARS LOOK DIFFERENT  
TODAY. SOCIAL SPORTS  
STARDOM LOOKS  
DIFFERENT, TOO.

VIEWERSHIP ON SOCIAL AND LINEAR 
PLATFORMS IS COMPARABLE 4 
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For Gen Z, an NFL highlight isn’t automatically elevated; instead, it’s sandwiched 
between engaging and novel clips like a lumberjack racing to chop down a 
tree and a strongwoman lifting a car. Those two will make the viewer stop and 
engage, discovering a new sport, a new interest, a new subset of clips, and the 
algorithm will deliver more of the same for them to consume.

Discovery is not dictated by what television executives want Gen Z to watch, 
it’s dictated by double taps and likes. Instantly captivating clips explode in 
popularity, creating a gateway where an entire generation is consuming non-
traditional sports in exponentially growing numbers.
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“ 
WHEN YOU’RE SCROLLING YOUR FEED 
AND YOU SEE SOMEONE FLIPPING OFF  
A MOUNTAIN, THAT’S GOING TO GET  
YOUR ATTENTION. 

AND THAT’S STEP ONE IN THE BATTLE  
FOR ATTENTION ON THE SOCIAL FEED.

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO GET PEOPLE  
TO STOP SCROLLING? SO THOSE  
SPORTS DO REALLY WELL. 
”
MACK SOVREIGN
WAVE.tv’s SVP,  Strategy,  and Partnerships

THE KEY TO SPORTS DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY  
EXPANDS THE  
PLAYING FIELD  
(AND THE  
ALGORITHMS DO  
THE REST) 
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